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t. Cable 13
Makillfl waves ill Palmer basemellt
or s illkillg ill bureaucratic red tape P
By (;Indy Berowskl
Unfortunately, since the fWIIIs for Cable 13 are once more
depleted, the members are questioning the clubs future
existence. :l'hey have applied for a Special Events request, but
are uncertain as to whether SGAwill either be willing, or able,
to replenish their budget. Ms. Thomas fean that the studio may
be Idle again, If those Interested in the medium do not fight to
keep It alive. She pointed out that the value of the equipment
greatly exceeds the sum needed to operate and maintain the
studio.
For over five years, the Cable 13TVStudio has been located in
the basement of Palmer Theatre - Auditorium. But, for almost .
two years, this studio has been Idle because of inadequate
funding and lack of student interest.
Last semester, nine Connecticut College students, under the
leadership of June Thomas dlllted off the equipment in an effort
to reactivate the studio. With the help of the Theatre's own Fred
Grimsey, and Roger ChrIstiansen of the Eugene O'Neill Center,
these students created the Media WorUhop.
Since the Workshop was recognized as a club by the Student
Government Aasoclation,' It was eligible to receive school
'monies. However, the strict budget allotments for all media-
related enterprises necessarily limlted the club's activities. The
club has so far received a sum of $460.00.
With this money, the members hired Mr. Christiansen to serve
as their instructor. Under his direction the students learned both
the technical and aesthetic uses of the television. Projects in-
cluded producing a one-minute commercial, as well as
providing fifteen hours of local election coverage. Becallle of
the small size of the group, each individual was required to
assume responsibility for a variety of studio functions.
The positions of director, cameraman, graphics person, and
actor-actress were rotated amongst the members.' This,
semester, six new students were added to the club, and they are
presently being trained by last semester's members. So far this
year their major project was working as the crew for the March
of Dimes Telethon, held on March 12 <16hours of coverage waS
involved.>
The studio Itself contains Instruments valued at $50,000.00;
including -four Sony cameras, one master' and one remote,
console, a complete audio unit, cable, tripods, and .lights.
Although the equipment Is becoming outdated, It still functions
adequately. Also, the Eastern Connecticut Cable TV still
provides some free servicing of malfunctioning instnun~ts.
ITthis club Is to have any future, Itmust receive more funding.
Without funding, the studio can not expand beyond Its own
limitations. Though such a career-oriented interest may deviate
somewhat from Connecticut College'S liberal arts foundation,
this medium Is certainly not only a technical form of cq,m-
munlcatlon. In addition, the club could eventually provide
educational services for the college once their full capabilities
are realized. Dance and theatre pieces could be recorded and
analyzed, along with lectures, readings, etc. With further
funding and active interest, Cabl~ 13 could benefit both the
campus, and the surrounding community.
PHOTO BY GEOFFREY DAY
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JAMS LAUNDROMAT
Monday- Friday 8am -9pm
Saturday and Sunday 7am-9pm
ANNOUCES ITS EXPANSION
Owned & operated by Mary & Joe Cuaati
Hodges Square
FREE DELIVERY
447-1287 393 WILLIAMS ST. NEW LONDON
GARDEN SUPPLIES
POTTING SOIL
KEYS,HANDTOOLS
IVisit GORDON'S YELLOW FRONT
I
HARDWARE-- -
PAINT, VARNISH.
STAINS, LOCKS
"Odds & Ends at the foot of the hill"
397 WILLIAMS STREET
NEW LONDON. CONN. 06321 11103) +!<1I'il567
Mr. G.'s
Restaurant
Kitchen Open Daily
'til/:OO a.rn.
452 Williams Sr.
Phone 447-0400
Your 'Keepers of the Keg'
for the LARGESTselection of
Chilled Wines,Cold Beer. Liquor and Cordi~
At the BEST Prices
UNIVERSAL FOOD STORE
391 William. St. Hodgl'.Square
-
Fresh Produce Fresh Bakery
Cold Cuts Frozen Foods
Fresh Meats Cut to Order
All your party needs:
_ice cold beer-mixers-chips + dips.
HODGESSQUARE... last at tbe botto. 01 the bill
Grinders • Complete Menu • Pizzas
Take
Out
Orders
SUPER SAVINGSl
SUPER STYLINGl
FRENCH FASHION-FIT JEANS
Orig. $30
NOW ONLY $9.99!
SPECTRUM-INDIA
INTERNATIONAL
OLDE MISTICK VILLAGE
MYSTIC
Summer In Saratoga at Skidmore
an underlraduate, liberal arU collele
lor men and women
\cndCI.iic Sl' S5iOl1~: Adi rond.:tck Ins ti tu te at Sl:i dr.:orc: Co lIege:
tlay 15 - .lunc 23
June 26 - August 4
SIX: Sun~er Art:
Summer Ensemble Theatre;
Summer Dance:
June 26 - Au~ust 4
Colorado'
June 7-16
June 19-;2S
July 1-10
Adirondacks:
July 20-29
August l-lO
Augu s t 12-21
August 24-Septembcr 2
Sep tcmb er 5-14.!ada:
August ~-l')
! ur Infdrr.tatlon \vrite:
Dean of Spc c i a l Pr og r ams O£fiL(;
Skidrnorp- CQll,"'~('
Saratoga Spriru.x • x .': l~'B()!'
The Ptd:rm fare
foryouths.
. One of the first things
young Putfms learn to do
is fly Icelandic.
Begioning April 1,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or perscoj from 12
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
Yorl< to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Re-
turn tickets are
good for a full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book
anytime.
But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
Youll get a
great dinner andexceUentservice
on your trip. And
Icelandic will
set you down
right in the mid-
dle of the Euro-
.~ pean Continent,
;'/' where you'll be
.'{ just hours away by
. ~;' train from Europe's
./ most famous
';;..,:: landmarks.
;; So take a travel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Learn to fly Icelandic.
See your travel
agent, Or write
Dept. #C352,
" ,i' .-:,.(.,:,:" /~~Ip~~t~,
.:; .:: . :." .. ::..~;'~ West Hempstead,
""":"'~J;ti@~~, ~~~~-I~r_,:...,:.;:.~~~:.~~:::~.:',;~. .~-< ;~ ~=;~ber
Roundtrip 14-45 day APEX fare from N. Y."
$400 .
Roundtl"ip Y(MJth Fare. Good thru age 23.
Icelandic toEurope.~~= .TickelS~SI be reserved 45 days prior 10 departure and
pa II" ys of reservatIll\. Add Sl5 each ~y for travel lJIl weeIlends.
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Last Monday night, the EdItorial Board elected Evan Slone editor of The
College Voice. nus was the finlt slage in establiabing a new staU capable of
continuing The College Voice in the spirit in which it was begun.
We hope that the experience Evan will gain thia year thnJQgh pubUahing
the last three issues will insure a well thought"",t, entertaining news-
magazine for next fall.
David Stewart
LETTERS
Movie rebuffs
To the EdItor:
.
We would like to respond to Mr.
Murstein's letter printed in the College
Voice, on April 10, 1m. His opening
statement, "it needs to be said again.",
refers to the last time he "ventured
out" to the movies. On this occasion, he
viewed the film Nashville and aJ-
terward called it a "debacle". At thia
time he was eloquenUy answered by
Mr. Reiss of the Philosophy depart-
ment, Once again he deserves response
not only to set the record straight, but
also to show him thal mere complaining
never accomplishes anything.
The Connecticut College Film Agency
(CCFA) is a student organization
dedicated to providing the college
campus and surrounding community
with an aesthetic as well as an en-
tertaining film program. At $1.00 per
person admission, it is a bargain to all
patrons. Far from a "disgrace" I the
Film Agency is well known' for its
success, both in achieving its
programming objectives and for its
overall operation. Also, it provides
fifteen jobs for students at the college.
As former directors of the CCFA, we
are insulted and amused by Mr.
Murstein's account of the events in
Palmer Auditorium on April I.We feel
that he owes the announcer, David
Jaffe, a theatre major, an apology for
his slanderous remarks. We are proud
of the way our organization of student
employees opE!rates on the ,{light of a
filtn presentatiOn and feel that they.
too, deserve an apology. Furthermore,
he can send a carbon copy of his
apology to Pre~ident Ames.
Again Mr. Murstein has chosen to
publicize the issue rather than to in-
vestigate the situation. IT Mr. Murstein
had spoken to anyone of the directors of
the Film Agency, or to Mr. Grlmsey, he
would have learned that Palmer
Auditorium is in need of money for far
more than the repair of the sound
system. He would be aware that the
CCFA has investigated the coat and
feasibility of repairing the sound
system. Problems with it are com-
plicated and vary with the quality of the
Iilrn print. The sound system is good
considering the limits of the budget.
Another fact should be mentioned
about the situation in Palmer
Auditorium on April I. As everyone
knows, it was. April Fool's Day. We
would hope that Mr. Murstein, as a
professor of psychology, would be able
to understand some of the antics of a
college audience. A film is an activity
which provides release for students.
However, he is completely intolerant of
this. That evening a skit was performed
on stage before the movie to publicize a
campus party' for that night. This
always causes a lot of commotion, but
is really harmless.
Finally, Mr. Murstein's description of
the always well-dressed and well-
spoken Mr. Jaffe is despicable. He is a
man we are proud to have worked for
us, and contrary to Mr. Murstein's
words, his voice will project throughout
the entire auditorium. Mr. Murstein's
personal attack was not only Inac-
curate, but also unnecessary for anyone
sincerely interested. in making con-
structive criticism.
Cordially,
Douglas H. Haynes
Kenneth H. Gardner
Jonathan F. Katz'
Jonathan D. Perry
for the
Connecticut College Film Agency
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Obvloualy Mllee-Harvey ~ deeply
offended al what 1 wrote 'n "Why
the Gr .... !m'1 Greener?" a few
weelta ago. Becauae hla reply ~ 80
slrong and 80 determine<!, 1 gather
Ihal 1 touched a raw nerve
somewhere. For Ihi, 1 am
genuinely sorry. But I'm nol go'ng
to retracl anything that 1 wrote
becauae 1 wrole what 1 thtnlt ~
true. 1 feer that Mlke', /lerce
reaclion to what 1 wrote ate""
from the fact that he m...... •
deratood whal 1 waa Irylng to say
(which may be my own faull
becauae 1 wo, deliberalely am·
bigoua in my article in an a~
parently lUI,ucce,s/ul attempt to
achieve lilerary e/fecl). A. R.
To the EdItor:
Andrew Rodwin's article, "Why the
grass isn't greener?", that was
published in your April 4th editioo
prompts me to uk, "Why the author
isn't smarter?" Indeed, hie article left
me wondering why the editor ian't more
discerning? The article was nol ooIX-
done in poor lute, but was full of
feeble-minded mush that was offensive
to the thinking community and per.
sonally insulting.
I come from a so-called blue collar
class family. My Father was a sailor
for 20 years and is1I0W a machinist, and
I'U have Mr. Rodwin know that he
doesn't "slurp soop, spill beer nor nex
his muscles."
It was truly pitiIuI when Mr. Rodwin
suggested that the blue collar class
doesn't have to be serious. I suppose 'To the EdItor:
that the majority of Americans who
still have to wonder how they'll make Since Mr. Jeffrey Sodo deemed it
the next paycheck stretch far enough to necessary to broadcast his diaaffection
afford buying their children a pair of with the change in Times delivery to the
shoes are having fun and games. And I Voice instead of to me, I offer a reply to
suppose that the ever-present threat of him through the same medium, and
lay-off and bank foreclosure on a thank the Voice for providing thia
family's humble, crowded home is a life lorum of open and honest com-
lull of cherries? Does Mr. Rodwin munication.
expect manual laborers, after spending "Dear Mr. Sado:
their day on back-breaking work, to nm "The decision to alter the method of
out on a tennis court to have a sociable Times delivery was motivated pm-ely
game followed by dry martinis? Will by the economics of the situation, an
someone please wake the poor fellow explanation of which follows.
up. "I. The subscription price for the
Besides making ridiculous Times is comprised of the wholesale
generalizations about the blue collar cost of the newspapers, plus a nominal
class, Mr. Rodwin chose to reduce the profit margin. No delivery fee was
students of this college to "sycophantic added to the price. Instead, I absOrbed
Dr. Jekylls and hedonistic Mr. Hydes." 100 percent of the labor costs of
T can only imagine that he is speaking delivering the Times, deducting it from
Jt his friends, and will someone please my profit.
tell him to look up the meaning of the "2. This service could have continued
word sycophant. He apparently thinks through this semester, even though my
it has something to do with the pursuit earnings were greatly reduced by the
of knowledge. addition of two more employees to
Finally, Mr. Rodwin informed us that handle delivery, were it not for the
"There is nothing intrinscially continued effort of some students to
meaningful about shovelling shit." No avoid paying for their subaalption.
doubt- this was his intellectual triwnph ~...-. 03'. The actions of lhese students
of the day. jeopardized service to the entire
It is too bad that no one ever told Mr. college, and rather than lose the service
Rodwin of the the old adage attributed al together, I made the decision to
to Abraham Lincoln that it is better to change to Post Office delivery. This
let people think you are a fool than to switch has nothing to do with preser·
open your mouth and let them know you ving any measure of profit for myself,
are a fool. but rather is me!Ult to stave off any
I hope that in the future, Mr. Editor, further financial loss."
you will spare the college of this low To those students who subscribe, I
grade type of journalism-an ad- would offer this in~closing: if there are
vertisement for McDonalds would be those who would rather not continue
more interesting. their subscription under this revised
J. Michael Harvey '79 delivery system, please contact me,
and I will stop your service and refund
the remainder of the money paid.
Sincerely,'
David Jordan,
for the Times
Paper ehase
P.S. Ihave sent several copies of "Why
the grass isn't greener?" to the seamen
of Global. Deepwater Drilling to see
what they think.
A look into the civic activittes
of five Conn ~Iudents and
some insight into the li/e of a
prisoner. By Carol Drew
The mysteries of Palmer
basement have come alive
through Ihe e/fort, of a few
media-minded sludent,.
Cindy Berowski inve,tigales .
Prisoners •••6,7 Channel 13 •••1
DEPARTMENTS
Why did William Cibes slep
down as Government
Department Chairman? An
in vestigalion of faculty'
promotions and the most
select club al Conn; The
Faculty Advisory Committee.
By Michael Adamowicz.
LETIERS
ON CAMPUS
OFF THE TRACK
SPORTS
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ON CAMPUS
By Beth Pollard
At the end of last semester, an
anynomous donor gave the College an
earmarked gift of $800,000to build a
skating rink. The donor made this
contribution after looking at a case
statement prepared by the Ad-
ministration which listed items the
College needed money for.
On that list was an open skating rink
with a price tag of $500,000.Wanting the
College to build an enclosed rink, the
donor gave $300,000above the $500,000,
making a generous $800,000donation.
Before the Long Range Planning and
Development Committee was consulted
and before official estimates on the coot
of an enclosed rink could be made,
President Oakes Ames accepted the
donation.
Pres. Ames then asked the Com-
mittee to recommend a site for the rink.
The Committee investigated the type of
skating facility that ought to be built, as
well as workable locations, operations,
and schedules for the rink. Finally, they
studied coots.
Upon the urging of Carl Lopp 'TT, the
Board of Trustees recommended that
the skating rink be a muiti-JllII'POSI'
facility. Thus, Daniel F. Tully
Associates, who designed the Booton
College Sports Complex smong other
college sports facilities, drew up a plan
lor an enclosed multi-purpose skating
facility. The bottom-line cost:
$1,525,000, or $725,000more than the
donation.
The architect's plan calls for a
building 120ft. wide, 240 fl. long, and 38
ft. high, with a reguJation size ice
surface of 85' by 200'. It includes an
auziliary floor, which takes ap-
proximately two boura to put down, and
which enables the facility to also be
used for all-campua parties, concerts,
dinners and athletic events such as
basketball, volleyball, and badminton.
Modest locker room facilities, 1600
seats, and room for 1200seats on the
noor would also be included.
U the ice and dasher boards are
removed, the facility could also ac-
comodate commencement and tennis
COW'ts. However, Pres. Ames and
Treasurer of the College E. Leroy
Knight question the College's current
desire for indoor tennis courts.
Three sites are currently being
considered for the. rink: one, im-
mediately beyond the South Tennis
Courts; two, acr088 RI. 32 in the
Faculty Gardens near Oneco Ave.; and
three, north of the complex in the
present arcbery range.
Site 1 is the cheapest of the three
sites, with a proposed coot of $1,525,000.
Its strongest points are low traffic
problems and the proximity of South
Lot. However, Prof. Edgar Mayhew,
director of the Lyman Allyn Museum,
has told the Committee that if the rink
is built on the South Site, the M_
will ask for the $25,000 back that it
contributed to the construction of South
Lot, because of the rink's closeness to
tbe museum.
George Kasperek, associate
professor of chemistry, lives on
Williams St. and expressed to the
Committee his neighborhood's op-
position to the South Site. Prof. William
MCCloy is also opposed to this site for
ecological reasons.
The problems with the second site are
the dangers of baving a rink wbere
students would bave 10 crosa Rt. 32, and
'its lack of parking space or sufficient
access roads. The coot for building on
this sile Is $1,6211,000.
\
Site 2 would be easily accessible to
students and Crozier-Williams, but
presents . problems in parking and
traffic. A1so,this is the proposed site for
a track and field facility in the future.
The estimate for building on this site is
$t,629,ooo.
To keep traffic and parking problema
to a miiUmum, a proposal has been
made to restrict the public use of the
rink to Youth Hockey, for 14 year olds
and under. Yet, one might question the
New London community's reaction to
this, considering that the closest
skating rinks are in Westerly R.I. and
Middletown, Ct. Also potential com-
merce might be lost for the college.
Lopp, who graduated last year,
suggested that the College treat the
skating rink 3S a commercial operation
and Conn's only money making project.
He suggested extending the time that
the rink would be open in both hours
and months, allowing the public to rent
ice time late at night and during the
summer. To alleviate traffic problems,
he said shullie bus service could be
instituted between downtown New
London and the rink.
Knight said, "The College does not
require renting out the rink." However,
he has estimated the rink's annual
operating costs to be $62,000.
To offset these costs, Director of
Athletics Charles Luce has proposed a
schedule allowing lor College use tjree
time, classes, and intercollegiate
hockey) from 8 am-7:3O pm, Monday
through Friday, and 12noon to 6 pm on
Saturdays. The schedule gives Youth
Hockey rental from 7:30 pm to 11 pm
Monday through Saturday, and 6 am to
t2 noon Saturday and Sunday. From 12
noon to 11 pm on Sunday, there is a
proposed mixture of rental and College
use.
This schedule allows. for 1000rental
hours at approximately $85 per hour,
bringing in $85,000a year and making
the rink self-sufficient.
The building would tilke ap-
proximately one year to build, but it
would be built in three phases at a rate
determined by how much money the
College has for the rink. The first phase
basically includes a rink and roof, the
second phase adds walls, and the third
phase adds the auxiliary noor and
locker rcoms.
Although Palmer Library now sits
empty in need of about $1.7million fv,
renovation and the College still owes
approximately $2.4 million on the
nameless new library, Pres. Ames
thinks he can raise money for these
buildings, the rink, and other aspects of
the College.
"If we launch a good, professional
campaign, make our case well, and do
it right, we will bave the resources to
pay for the new library, renovate
Palmer, build the rink, increase the
endowment, and raise money for other
areas in the College," he said.
Considering the present rate of gift,
giving, the College may have to choose
between spending money improving
current College programs or filling in
what they lack. -Pres. Ames said be
wants to do both.
By building a skating rink, Pres.
Ames said he hopes to offer a more
diverse life for students as well as
upgrade Conn's sports programs.
According to the Admi.. ions Office,
sports is a major reason why accepted
applicants chose other colleges.
However, they are unsure as to
whether lack of a skating rink is a
specific reason why prospective
students choose other schools.
Rink discussion
College President, Oaloes Ames, and the Long Range Planning and
Development Committee will be present to discuss the proposed sloating
facility and answer questions at an All-Campus Forum to be held on
Wednesday, April 19 in 106Bill Hall. 4:30
expert
to speak
By Roshanak KhalUl
On Tuesday April 18, at 7:30 p.m., in
Dana Hall Profe ssor Nadav Safran of
Harvard University will be lecturing on
contemporary issues in the Middle
East. Professor Safran is an Egyptian,
~rn of Jewish parentage. H~spent his
Iirst twenty years in Egypt after which
he moved to Palestine (1946) where he
joined the Israeli defense forces (1948-
1950). .
Professor Safran teaches in-
ternational politics and comparative
government with special emphasis on
the Middle East. He is associate of the
Center for Middle Eastern Studies, the
Center for International Affairs, and
the Russian Research Center at Har-
vard University. Mr. Safran bar also
served in various advisory capacities to
congressional Committees, the State
Department and the White House Staff.
He is a well known authority in the
field of the Middle East. He has written
several articles and booka. His first
book Egypt in Search of a Politicsl
Community was published in 1961.His
seond book, The Unlted Slales and
Israel, was published in 1!!63.His third
book From Wsr 10 War, was published
m 1969. His most recent book, Israel "e
Embatlled Ally was published in 1978.
According to Theodore Draper of the
New York Times, Safran's "final
word" in Ihe Emballied Ally is that, a
"comprehensive peace settlement" in
the Middle East will take the form of a
"dual alliance policy" with the "United
States giving massive' economic and
technological assistance 10 the Arab
side and ,nothing less than a formal
mutual-aecurity pact, resembling In
American-Japanese Treaty, to Israel ....
The ice rink
cometh
rA fa..~welJ,I/iWbm
, "
to arms?
By David Deslderalo
"The Arms Race: Who Slands to
Win?" wilIbe the subject of a debate on
Wedoesday, Aprill9lh. The question is
rhetorical; clearly no one can profit
from the arms race in the long nOI. Yet,
ibe corollary question - wbat should
U.S. policy be with regard to the arms
race? --is not so easily answered. .
T-. often with a controversial and
hiahlY politicized iaaue as this one only
one view is_presented at a time. The
average person who tries to inform
himseU, is in an impossible situation;
facts are at a variance as are opinions.'
The purpose of the debate format is to
present a well-informed and well-
matched pair of opposing experts. Mr.
Lawrence Korb of the U.S. Naval War
College in Newport, R.I., is an advtsor
to the Defense department and has
contributed voluminously to the
literature on a military policy.
Edgar Bottome is a scholar and
author (The Missile Gap, The Balance
of Terror) from the Boston area and is
on the speakers bureau of the
Mobilization for Survival, the cnalition
group that brought Daniel ElIaberg
here last fall.
This event is a rare opportunity to
learn from the judge both sides
simultaneously and 'to establish a
dialogue between experta and laymen.
There will be a prepared speech and
rebuttal by each, and then the floor will
be open to questions and discussion.
The debate begins at 7:30 p.m., in the
lecture hall in Hale Laboratory.
The College Voice joins the
College Community in expressing
its most sincere condolences 10
lhe parents, relatives and
friends of Susan Alden FuJier '79.
A memorial service will be held .
at noon, Tuesday April 18th in
Harkness Chapel.
- PHOTO: BY GEOFFREY OilY
5Faeulty promotion
proeedures
leave many
in the dark
By Mike AdaDlowicz
Recently there has been a great deal of coofusion and strife among the faculty. A
notable example is the resignation of William Cihel; !t'<>bia post as Chalnnan of the
Government Department. This is the moot outward sign of the trouble. Yet much
stifled dissatisfaction hangs in the air. Aclose look at the faculty promotion ~ystem
reveals a cause of this ebaos. The present proceedures are more conducive to
bitter teachers and subjectivity than anything else.
The system seems aimple enough. Each year applications for promotion are sent
out from each department to the President and Faculty Advisory Committee. They'
then decide the merit of each case. There are three criteria used for these
judgements according to President Ames. ''The first is quality of teaching. The
second. quality of scholarship; whieb could be publication of research or creation
of new teaching materials in the course. Finally, service to the College; service in
committees or as department cbairman." The reports of the Student Adviaory
Committee are also weighed in.
The Faculty Advisory Committee gives Its final decision to the President. He
then takes all these factors into consideration and makes his own evaluation. A
summary of the application and the President's views are submitted to the
trustees. But Mr. Ames states that they concur with hJm in a vast majority of the
cases.
Appearances aside, the promotion system is thorougilly flawed. The biggest
problem stems from a required review every three years. This is a semi-public
procedure. According to Mr. Ames, ''if you are on a student adviaory committee
and you are asked.to comment, and then you find that be or abe has not been
promoted you may sense that he or abepaa·been found wanting and this may not he
the case at all." President Ames .tates that only In """eptlonal Instances Is a
candidate promoted sooner than six years after bia last rank increase. In time, the
President bopes to rectify this problem.
The Faculty Advisory Committee, from left to right: Macklin, Cranz.
Mulvey, Kasparek and Fenton.L..---.;.;..--:.. ----".
Dean R.F. Johnson adds tliat the faculty is too closely knit to get impartial ap-
praisals. "I think the baaic difficulty is that we are a fairly intlmste scbool wbere
everyone is sociable with eaeb other. With this, it becomes difficult to make bard
searching assesments of one's colleagues." He says this forces a "reading between
the lines" for deeision-mesing. He reccommends that the required three year
review be extended. Further. be would like to get appraisals from faculty other
than the applicant's department.
inflation also plays a role in the judgements. With rIalng prices the College bas
less money for the pay hike that accompany promotions. There were many ap-
plicants this year wmcn mcreasea Ute competition. This forced the President to
reject applicants that would otherwise be accepted.
In all. this process creates frustration and misunderstandings. A Corsican Oath
of Secrecy surrounds all the individual cases. In trying to find the reasons wby Mr.
Cibes was not promoted, the President, Dean Johnson, and various members of the
Government Departinent and the Faculty Advisory Committee all replied "no
comment." Thus the students are lett in the dark. Expectations are often built up
and then smashed, Many faculty members and students, unneceesartly at times,
begin to doubt the abilities of a rejected applicant.
The promotion proceedure must be revamped. It is intolerable to allow sucb
flimsy ''reading between the lines" to determine an applicant'_ worth. The em,
phasis placed on six year intervJl1_ be'tween promotions seems rather arbitrary.
\lid the routine three year reviews make for balf-bearted Judgements. Professon
;bou/d be freed from these UIUIi!cessary torments. Maybe then they could con-
.entrate more on their real concern: our education.
PHOTO: BY GEOFFREY DAY
OFF THE TRACK
Destination Lazru.
or
the end of • nice Spring
by Mllte stsdjlea
I;' .\
'Hey, conIe beret You knowwbatI jusl b~~ Never mind where! 'lbe dorm
lottery; it's all fixed. Yeah, that's right. 'lbe computer is really screwed up 10 It
only gives good singles to Child Development Majors and LaC1'Cll8C stars. I swear
to God! P
Rumors are nothing new around bere. You can hear a new one from every
person that you pass. going from Plex to Plant, Cro to CUrnming,s.and back. But
there are some bot ones out now over the upcoming dorm lottery selections.
'Man. drop everything! A little blrd just told me. The computer programmer
quit because be lost a quarter in the Coke macbIne, and now no one knows bow to
run the thinll for the lottery! Yeah. it'_ genuine as the tenderloin of beef they're
serving in HarrIs tonight. You know what I think."
I think it bas something to do with Spring. and the thought of any kind of
rejuvenation; .it's an intoxicant for a winter·frozen imagination. Besides that,
people are damned suspicious of anything tagged '10tally void of bias."
Dean Watson's office says that everything Is fine. that the former JlI'OIlI'ammer
did resign. but not over Coke, and bis replacement is fast learning the intricacies of
programming the ''totally void of bias" machine. In the meantime ...
(Any upperclassman to a Freshman:) 'You see, whit they do Is, they have all of
you write down your dorm preferences. fint through last; all these are collected
and promptly filed in the little circular register under the des!< - yeah the
wastecan Jack - and then they get down to the real business of screwing us all ... •
No one has any faith in computers anymore. They do collect everyone's
preterance card, and then feed them to the metal monster that knows all. It ebews
and sbufnes and burps - and presto - everyone bas got a dorm assignment. one of
the ones he wrote down on the card. Maybe not bia fint choice; but it's the same
saga with jobs and colleges and cbildren and theater tickets .
•...so they take the roster of everyone on campus, and they reverse the
alphabetical order and count up the total enrollment and divide It by the square of
81 then take half that and add the day's date to that 10 that they bave a nice l'IJI!Ild
number to start with; and then they count down by that number till they bit it on
the roster and the poor girl whoseiiame is by the number, abegeta Lazarus and the
fifteen guys abe hates the most for next year .. .'
But it's not over yet. said the spokesman for Dean Wawn'_ office. The next step
Is the lottery for specific rooms. Here Ia where the ''totally void of bias" stuff
disappears. Senion who are sporting enough to stay 011 campus nezt-yesr willIe!
fint priority for the rooms in the dorm mMcbosefortbem ...
' ...So the Senion get all the suites, and bere we are in Burdick hasement,
fighting with the rats and the leaky pipes from all the girls abowering twelve times
a day upstain ...'
...Juniors are next on the lilt. so they don·t UIlIal1ysuffer tOo badly. But that'_
not the response you'll get from a lO\lbOrnore.Sophomores take a back seat even to
incoming freshmen, but they are c10Ie enough to their traomatizlnll·year to be
underslanding ..
'Let'ssetflre to their donn: (Any angry sophomore).
...But in general Connecticut rooms outclass most oiber acbooll', especially
Trlnity·s.
They can't even get their servants into the same room with them anymore! The
luck of the draw usually suffices. bowever -except for guys ...
•...1found out today wby they make guys live on the lower floors. It'_10 they can
catch us wben the fire ...'
And so goes the gOllip until the final deeialons are dealt. Regardless 01 the
outcome. some are just never satisfied ...
' ...He may have gotten that room, but not for long. First we take lbavinl cremn,
and .. .'
But this type of kidding goes on all the time ...
' ...Pssst! Marty. pass the band grenades .. .'
-iLLUSTRATION: BY MARlO'INKLE
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Conn students seek
rehabilitation of inlDates
PerllolUll 'n"ol"ement helplI prillonerll to help themllelvell
,~~Loekedup for 24
hours within the
same eonfi~es for
several days at a
time, the inmate
loses control over
his-her power to
make decisions."
Karin Winuard
By Carol Drew
"Over 86 percent of those released from correctional institutions today
return to serve at least one, if not more, sentences because they couldn't
get a job, couldn't keep a job, or didn't have enough self-esteem to go out
and find one with a prison record strapped acl'088 their face ... "
So states Karin Winnard,an Environmental Psychology major, who
became concerned with the rights of inmates while pursuing her major
field during her fall semester at the University of Michigan, Ann ArbOr.
While her primary concern is how special effects in a prtson affect the
inmates' behavior, and how the architecture of the prison itself restricts
rehabilitation, her interest in the lives of those within the walls of the
prison led her to write a letter to her faculty advisor, Ann Devlin.
Karin feels, baaed on her experience at the Washtenaw County Jall in
Ann Arbor, Mich., that, "Once booked, virtually all an inmate's rights are
gone. They become a number and are automatically wrong."
As part of Ppych. 312,Community Settings, Ann Devlin helped Kar~ to
set up field work with P-Prep, a "Private - Public Resource ExpanSIOn
Program."
P·Prep is a fairly new agency in New London under the direction of
Steve Dorfman. The purpose' of P'Prep is to provide counselling and
referral services to those inmates finishing their terms, to make a
successful transition from prison life to community life.
U nothing else, the program provides a basic support system for the
prisoner. Steve Dorfman says, "Just the fact that someone confronts
these people and shows them a little concern is important in itself."
Ideally, P-Prep should deal with referrals from all correctional in-
stitutions in Southeastern Connecticut. While they do handle a few
referrals from the Woman's Correctional Institute at Niantic, most of
their work is done in the all-male Montville Correctional Facility.
P·Prep focuses on five major areas to help inmates: counseling,
establishing a job bank, developing a family group, promoting a com-
munity Advisory Board, and designing a Survival Skills Workshop.
Setting up a Survival Skills Workshop has been Karin's major priority
at P-Prep. This workshop will eventually be implemented to teach the ex-
convicts essential skiIIs such as how to fill out job applications, how to
respond to interviewers, and how to get proper nutrition. "Many of these
convicts haven't even passed tenth grade. Somewhere along the line thJy
have missed the knowledge necessary to get themselves a job."
Karin has also done a significant amount of work in the areas of
ceunseling and employment. This involves one-on-one contact with tlie
inmates. This work KarIn finds, "draining and trying." It involves
makinll appointments, which are often broken, to meet with Inmates.
But despite occasional disappointments, Karin emphasizes that the
whole point of the program is to let the inmates know someone is
avsilable to assist them and is concerned with what they are doing. "It is
important to help them realize they are still human. Animals are often
treated better. Many suffer from low self-esteem and need to know they
have someone's support for the asking."
One of Karin's tangible contributions to p·Prep has been in the areas of
employment. In trying to develop a job bank for ex-convicts, Karin made
a successful connection with a welding school. Because of KarIn's efforts,
the school will now train ex-inmates, thereby giving them a marketable
skill.
A major problem with P·Prep is that It is understaffed. The agency
consists of Steve Dorfman, the full·time, paid, director, a VIS'!'A
volunteer, Marty, who will be leaving the agency soon, and Karin. When
Karin graduates this spring there is no guarantee that the worltshop she
has developed will actually be used. .
Funding limits the agency. Without a substantial budget, P-PreP can
not develop to effect changes. P·Prep began with "seed money" from the
federal government approximately five years ago. The state was
gradually supposed to assume funding. This year federal funding ends
completely. P·Prep will probably face a further cutback in its annual
allowance because tb state can not support its present budget.
The program needs more staff, as Steve says, "No program is viable if
it exists in a personality. In order for there to be continuity, a program
must be estsblished that is larger than the members of its staff."
'When asked if Karin's work relieved some of his burden, Steve replied,
"Yes. She did establish a valuable contact with a welding school and
when I go on vacation she will virtually run the place, but a relatively
untrained student can not tske the place of a full time, paid, trained
employee." .
In future years, Steve would like to see a student spend a year, rather
then a semester with the agency. .
. !"rom her work, KarIn has determined that a major reason for the
mma~es proble~s!D adjustment is that within the prison walls their lives
are VIrtually declslo~.free. They are controlled by their environment, and
the way they behave in that environment is restricted.
continued
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~""he-~trange thing about working at the prison Is
that you ean see your own friends, by some turn
of fate, In the same position. Most of them are
Intelligent, and most have learned from their
experience." Diane Carter
"Locked up for 24hours within the same confines for
several days at a time, the inmate loses control over
bis - her power to make decisiQIIS.Meals are served
through reveille in the morning and lights out at night.
Passive consumerism infests itself within these con-
Iines, breeding tension which may spark negative,
abusive behavior."
Karin sees a partial solution to this problem in
redesigning and re8turcturing the actual building. Her
career goals include this aim. "I don't feel prisons
sbould be in existence wben it comes right down to it.
Since they are I want to try to make it easier for the
prisoner. "
"More than balf of the prisoners in jail are not there
for murder or rape, they are there for property and
other economic oriented crimes."
Alternatives to prison should be developed, Karin
feels. "Give the inmates and offenders an alternative
to serve time. if they commit armed robbery, get them
a job or bave them perform a community service until
tbey have paid back the harm they've done. if the
crime involves destruction of property, make them
work to pay for what they have done. Most of those wbo
commit crimes need money. Getting them a minimum
wage job in community service would be a productive
way to deal with their crimes."
In response to discussions with Rev. Robb on college-
community relations. Chapel Board members Dianne
Carter, Doug Haines, Valerie Rumsfeld, and Dawn
Wheatley became interested like Karin, in areas of
prison reform.
"We went three times to tour and visit different
aspects of the Women's Correctional Institute at
Niantic because we had to find a niche for ourselves,"
Doug comments. With the aid of Ann Devlin, Rev.
Robb, and Joyce White, in charge of counselors at
Niantic, these students found areas of prison life in
whicb they could see themselves working.
Valerie explains that, "Niantic is the only women's
prison in Connecticut. Women from all over the state of
all ages who have committed crimes ranging from
passing bad checks to prositution, to murder are
brought here." The minimum security prison consists
of several "cottages," dorms "that look like
Knowlton," where the women serve their terms. Dawn
and Dianne found the'mselves to be most effective
working with women in these cottages.
Doug and Valerie work in the maximum security
building of the institute, Davis 2. Davis 2 is a multi-
purpose building. The first floor is used for disciplinary
and psychiatric oroblems and medical services; the
second floor is a jail for men awaiting trial.
Both Doug and Valerie felt they could be most useful in
Davis 2 because it is understaffed.
Before working in Davis, they talked with X.L.
Garrison, their senior counselor and supervisor. j 'X.L.
was very honest with us. He gave us a clear, realistic
picture of what we were waling into. He questioned oer
motives and made sure we were seriously committed
, to our work there and that we realized what we were
doing was not a joke," Valerie explains. Doug adds
that "the jail provided a. sharp contrast to the rest of
the prison, one which attracted our attention."
Valerie and Doug speod two and a half hours a week
conducting a necessary iDterview process with
prisoners. From these intervi~ws they get background
Dawn Wheatl» works with /irs!.. offenders.
information about the prtsonen, necesury to com-
plete forms that become part of the ~'s We. JUBt
as importantly, their presence as student volun~,
which they tell the prisoDer before the interview
process begins, gives the penon a chance to talk with
someone if they desire.
Neither Valerie nor Doug get any kind of course
credit or pay for the work they do. They are strictly
volunteers, as are Dawn and Dianne. Valerie feeJa,
"Being volunteers gives us the Oe:s:ahiJJtyto talk with
the prisoner's when the indicate a desire to discuaa
their problem, or anything at all. There is no pressure
on us to produce a certain number of completed forms
per evening."
Doug adds, "The format gives us the ability to ex-
pand. if the prisoner is willing. Of course there are
those wbo will talk about their feelings and those who
won't. We never pressure anyone to talkewith us."
Valerie feels, "the value of our work is the op-
portunity it allows for talking."
As with P-Prep, Niantic is understaffed. Of their
supervisor, Garrison, they say, "He is overworked.
Besides being a counselor, he is expected to be a pre-
trial advisor, a family lawyer, a medical unit, watch
inmates' phone calls, and conduct initi8Jinterviews.
There is always another man and woman on tne staff
who assist him, and take care of necessary medical
examinations, but the prison is incredibly un-
derstaffed. "
Both Valerie 1IlIdDoug agres that working together
has been an asset. After they leave Niantic they can
discuss their ~perlences with one another.
inmates.
"I go in with ideas and use them as s vehicle to oJ.l""
up other suggestions. I do things they want to do that no
one else has time to do with them."
75 percent of the women in Trumbal1 are black.
Dianne saw "a lot of things the administratioo and
staff dido't understand about Black women for
example, differences in culture."
"In many black communities church plays an im-
portant part in their life. I found an interest in having a
Gospel Church Service and organized one for them."
Dianne brought Ernestine Brown, from the Office of
Career Counseling and Placement, to the cottage once
to give the women a change to talk with someone about
wbat to do when they are released. '
One inmate, who Dianne found artistically talented,
had the chance to display her artwork in an exhibit in
Cummings for the Unity-Genesis "Eclipse" weekend.
Like VaIerle- and Doug, Dianne fmda her own per-
spective on life opened up as she works at the prison.
She likes being able to help people and hopes she has
Doug Haines and Valerie Rums/eld: volunteers.
"Working at Niantic gives us a healthy perspective
on the real world and separates us from Conn," Val
says, ''wbile it is disillusioning and very sad at times it
forces me to say, "That's the way it is for some
people." Recognizing and dealing with this is a
challenge for someone tending to be an idealist. The
realism balances my life at Conn. It provides me with a
touch base in society."
Doug finds that this different perspective on life adds
an element of appreciation to his own life." You see
women in jail who can't raise $25.00in bail money,
from family or friends, to get out. It reminds me of
some of the sickening inequality in society. It makes
me wonder wbat series of events lead up to their
crimes, what went wrong?"
"We're giving them the chance to see that someone
cares," Doug says. Valerie adds, "They recognize a
committment in our just being there every week.
Caring is a big part."
Never baving done anything like this before, Valerie,
a government major, sees her work at Niantic as
helping ber to discover a possible career option. Doug,
an Englisb major, sees his work as an experience that
has shown bim another aspect of life.
Diane Carter, a junior child development major,
found her ''niche'' working in Trumhall, a
rehabilitation unit or "cattage,' She has no immediate
supervision and does things spontaneously with the
maybe done something to help them fwd meaning to
their lives.
"The strange thing about working at the prison is
that you can see your own friends, by some tum of fate,
in the same position. Most of them are intelligent, and
most have learned something from their experience."
Dawn Wheatly works with a cottage of women who
are first offenders and - or on hooors standing. She, 88
Dianne, tries to fill a gap in prison life for the inmates.
Sbe conducted an exercise cis .. when the inmates
expressed an interest in estabJishing a organized
method of recreation.
Dawn views the prison as 'typically understaffed"
and sees her role as sometimes just an "extra person"
to accompany them and talk with them.
When asked what she gives to the inmates she
replies, "It bas been hard for me to decide what I am
giving them. My importance, I guess, is just to show a
commitment and to show that I care. These people
have been let down so many times, it seems. I am a
fresh, new person, not on the staff an loutsider' they
can talk to."
Dawn has established friendship with some of the
inmates. They were aware, for example, when she left
for semester break and wben she returned. "What
bappens when I leave? This is hard for me to accept. U
I'm in the area this summer I may cootloue my work
there."
PHOTOS BY: SARAH NICHOUlON AND GEOFFREY DAY
8SUNDAYAPRIL Z3
CONNECI'ICUTCOLLEGEORCHESTRA:SpringConcert, Dana Hall, 3pm.
CONNECTICUTCOLLEGEFILMSOCIETY: La DolceVlla(l96I-Italy), Dir-Frederico
Fellini, with Marcello Mastroianni, Anita Ekberg and AnoukAimee, Dana Hall, 8 pm,
$1.
MONDAYAPRIL 24
PSYCHOLOGYCOLLOQUIUMSERIES: "Recent Research on Attitudes Toward
Women in the Military," Harold EI Cheatham, prof. at the U.S. enast Guard Academy
106 Bill Hall. 4 pm. ,
HILLEL FILM: "Voyageof the Damned," Dana Hall, 7:30pm, donation at door.
This man needs eggs
A look into
Woody Aile,,"
By Tommy Us4In
Quite a few ,y...... ago, Woody AlIen controlled voice quite unlike hia whiny
realized that he ba7a knack for making movie voice. The comedian admits that
people laugh. Since then he has made he's overcome by unease when he's not
more and more people laugh and now performing or writing. AlIen baa, just
he iaTmally eslab1iahed as poosIbly the as he says in "Annie Hall", been seeing
most popular comic in our limes. a psychiatrist for about fifteen years.
Despite AlIen's professlonal succeas, Although he believes therapy bas
he remains an enigmatic figure. There helped bim, he .cIaims Ulat:- in l!J&nY
. ia a marked ~. bet 3 4i!be oreaa, auolL aa meetmg new jlecipIeand
comedian'_ ptO!esalonal ae1l aaaurance human relationahips, he bas not made
and hia peraona\ inaecurlty. AlIen does much progress. Allen claims that be
have faith in hia creative talenta and has a seU-esteem rating of minus eight
doesn'tbaveanyfears,asmanyartisla on a good day.
do, about someday drying up. The comedian's lack of assurance ia
Allen thinks bia two favorite toPics, partly due to bia somewbat un~tt1ed
religion and death, are inexhaustible past. He was kicked out of both New
and he believes that bia sbility to make c-' York University and New York City
people laugh at these topics ia aIao College and never did get a college
limitless. He ia obsessed by both iasues. degree ..Allen claims that be was at-
As far as religion goes, although Woody tracted to sucb abstract philoaophy
spent eight years in Hebrew school and courses as "Introduction to God, Death
was raised fairly religiously, be 101 and Intermediate Truth." However,
classifies himseU as somewhere het- Allen cheated on bia Metaphysics fmal
ween an athiest and an agnostic. He andthisledtohisdownfall.Heexplaina
thinks that there ia no religion that can that "I looked within the soul of the
make any thinking person happy. boy sitting next to me."
Allen poses the question that if God The comedian has been married and
really exists, wby doesn't he demon-, divorced twice. Allen explained in an
strate bia existence? Boris Grushenko interview why his marriage to Louise
(played by Woody), in "Love and Lasser did not work. He claims that ,
Death", yearna for a signal from God "She was just so incredibly immature.
that would provide proof of bia Like for example, one time I was taking
existence, saying "If he would just a bath and for no reason at all she came
cough." AlIen combines a disbelief in in and sank by boats." Diane Keaton
9od's existence with a disrespect for also had a close relationship with the
entire subject. One of bia jokes seems to actor but as Allen's semi.
demonstrate thia attitude; "Not only ia autobiographical film "Annie Hall"
there no God, but try getting a plumber indicates, their relationship is no longer
on weekends." serious.
At the present time, AlIen's life ia a
bit more stable. He lives in a luxurious
Fifth Avenue penthouse in N.Y.C. Hia
interests include playing the clarinet,
watching the New York Knicks and
wandering around incognito through
the streets of New York City. The
comedian abstains from both smoking
and drinking. Most of all, he like bia
privacy, preferring to live bia tife
without being noticed or bothered.
The problem for AlIen is .that it he
keeps on producing masterpieces bia
fame WiII catch up with him and he will
have DO privacy left. However, he is
obsessed wfth bia work and even though
hia is in actuality fairly quiet and
serious, he will not be able to hide from
the fame and attention whicb be would
prefer to avoid. So maybe it ia crazy
and irrational for Woody AlIen to
proceed with making himself famous,
but as he would probably leU you, he
needs the eggs.
Death ia the other iasue which AlIen ia
especially concerned with. He believes
that people do not pay enough attention
to their own immortality. As he does
with religion, AlIen makes a joke out of
a sensitive subject. In one article. he
wrote, "It baa been four weeka and it ia
still hard for me to believe Sandor
Needleman is dead. I was present at the
cremation and at bia son's request,
brougbt tbe marshmallows ...
Needleman was constantly
obsessed over bia funeral plans and
once told me, 'Imuch prefer cremation
to burial in the earth and both to a
weekend with Mrs. Nt!l!<IIeman.' "
Woody AlIen, despite hla ability to
deal lightly with such seriOUl IUbjects,
ia in actuality an unusually serious-
minded individual. In penon, AlIen ia
self contained and """,-t stern. He
makes no lilly faces and has a cool,
WHA T'S HAPPENING
TUESDAYAPRIL 18
CHAPEL BOARDAND GOVERNMENTLECTURE: "The Middle East Crisis," Prof.
Nadav Safran, Harvard University, Dana Hall, 7:30 pm. _
ASIAN STUDIES LECTURE: Tenzin Tephong, representative of ,tI\e Dalal Lama to the
U.S.and a sfaff member with lheOffice of Tibet in New_Yor~City, wilLdiscuss,-Tibe.t~!!...o jl
affairs, Oliva, 8'pm. .
WEDNESDAYAPRIL 19 _
MEN'SVARSITYTENNIS: Camels vs. Bates College,North Courts, 3pm.
WOMEN'SCREW: Camels vs. Coast Guard Academy, Thames River, 4 pm.
LECI'URE ANDDEBATE: "The Arms Race: WhoStands to Win," Edgar M.Bottome,
author, teacher, and speaker for Mobilization for Survival, and Lawrence Korb, in-
strcutor at the U.S. Naval War College,Newport, R.1. and advisor to the U.S. secreatry
of Defense, 122 Hale, 7:30 pm.
AMERICANSTUDIES AND PHILOSOPHYDEPARTMENT LECI'URE: "The Crisis
in our Culture and the Way of the Mystic," Prof. Louis Dupre, Yale University. College
House, 7:30 pm.
MUSICALREVUE: The O'Neill Cometh, skits, sketches, and songs performed by the
National Theater Institute Bus Co., OCro Dance Studio, 8 pm., tickets: $2.50, students $1.
ASTRONOMYOPEN HOUSE:Come see the moons of Jupiter and the rings of Saturn,
8:30 pm, meet in 308 Bill. '
CONNECI'ICUTCOLLEGEFILM SOCIETY: ToOle in Madrld(965) Dir .. Frederic
Rossie, narrated by John Gielgud and others, Oliva, 8 pm. '
mURSDAY APRIL 20
WOMEN'SVARSITYTENNIS: Camels vs. University of Conn.North Courts, 3pm.
BIOLOGYSEMINAR: "Regulation ofNerve CellNumber During Development," Prof.
Harold Bibb, University of Ilhode Island, 113 NewLondon,4:30pm.
FACULTY DANCE CONCERT: Lenore Latimer and Carolyn Coles, Palmer
Auditorium, 8 pm, tickets: call ext. 215.
FRIDAY APRIL 21
FACULTY DANCE CONCERT: Lenore Latimer and Carolyn Coles, Palmer
AUditorium, 8 pm, tickets: $1.50, students $1.
CONNECTICUTCOLLEGEARTISTSERIES: Susan Davenny Wyner, soprano, Dana
Hall, 8:30 pm, tickets: call ext. 215. .
SATURDAYAPRIL 22
MEN'SLACROSSE:Camels VB. Bates College,Harkness Green, 11 am.
WOMEN'STENNIS: Camels vs. Salve ileIlina, NorthCourts. 1pm.
4thANNUALGOSPELEXTRAVAGANZA:The Black VoicesofPride Dana Hall 7 pm
$1. - • "
Fruit from the
Bank. Street vine
By Laurie Desiderato
There is something exciting hap-
pening at Anna Christie on Bank Street
every Thursday night that you sbould
know about. Gene Champagne is what
makes that place come alive. Cham-
pagne is more than just one of the best
songwriters and entertainers in the
area. He creates a unique atmosphere
through his music which he calls "a
free-spirted mass-communication
experience." Through the power of bia
dynamic personality he involves the
whole audience into what can best he
described as a blend of soulpleasing,
foot-stomping music.
Champagne has been a songwriter
for ten years. He feels hia music has the
purpose of helping people to understand
themselves. He has freely donated
his time to civic organizations, such as
tbe Marcb of Dimes, Norwich State
Hospital, etc. In addition-be has been
involved in helping Anns Christie
improve the status of Bank Street. In
doing so, he bas built up an admirable
following and also won a recent
recording' contract with Fly-By-Knigbt
Records.
In the past Champagne has worked
with various rock and jazz groups
throughout New England. In the early
seventies he was the lead vocalist for a
group called All My Children. IIis next
endeavour was performing with a
progressive jazz-rock band called Zuri,
which backed up such named artists as
James Montgomery and the Fabulous
Ilhinestones. At this point his career
was cut short by an unfortunate
tragedy within the band. Mter three
years of contemplation and preparation
for his debut back in Connecticut, bia
music evolved into an original blend of
country folk-rock. Recently he bas
worked with the most controversial
entertainers on the East Coast, Sweet
Pie, and groups sucb as Eyes.
The best word I can find to describe
Champagne is magnetic, IIis spon-
taneous energy draws the audience into
his act and soon the crowd is clapping
and singing along with him. In addition,
his music has a poetic aspect that
reflects a refreshingly new perspective
on life. For a lively night of en-
tertainment, go to Anna Chriatie and
let Champagne enchant you.
--,
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Genetic 'recipess
a brave new world
By SColl Calamar
WhoShould Play God by Ted Howard
and Jeremy Rifkin should be required
reading for every person who plans to
live through lbe next few decades. It is
a chilling piece of work, which if
ignored, could be a prophesy of lbe
future; a world in which Homo sapiens
as we know it, may be an inferior and
outdated mass of natural evolutionary
flesh.
As Howard and Rifkin see it, our
economic and scientific motivations
have brought us to a fork in lbe road of
natural evolution. America's economic
growth is slowing to one of lbe lowest
levels in the Western world. Our nation
may run out of the fuel that sustains its
industrial base within the next ten
years. Our urban centers are in a state
of financial collapse. Traditional
American corporations are investing
and employing abroad at a much higher
level lban ever before, and most of the
money in our economy is controlled by _
half a hundred private corporations.
pollution has become rampant and
dangerous, and alcoholism has reached
staggering proportions as has mental
illness. Crime levels are rising.
Americans feel so alienated and have
lost so much failb in lbe traditiona!
channels of change, that nearly fifty
percent of elligible voters no longer
bother to vote. Indeed, some drastic
change will have to come about in lbe
near future.
The authors of Who Should Play God?
see, in these structural crises, the
inevitability of a revolution, but there is
lbe ultimate choice of which school to
follow: social revolution or genetic
revolution. U those who believe in
social revolution have their way, the
structure of our society will be trans-
formed to allain· allow people the
freedom to be human. The genetic
engineers would rather choose lbe
easier task of changing the human
being, for the sake of an economically-
based society.
Rifkin and Howard do not insist that
lbe genetic revolution is inevitable, but
with the current pattern of scientific
research, and the corporate and
government expenditure of money, the
genetic revolution seems to be lbe of-
ficially sanctioned one. This is because
genetic engineering, altering l'""l'le to
fit into society, preserves the staLility
of our society, and our governmer.t and
industrial complex benefit when Ibis
stability is maintained. But is lbe
stability of the aforementioned con-
dition of American society. the
legitimacy of alienation and
stratification, worth maintaining'?
Who Should Play God? profiles where
genetic experimentation has gone and
is heading - exploring the darkest and
most startling secrets of today's
research - in a way that is com-
prehensible to even the most un-
scientific minded of all of us. This book
documents the actual advancements of
DNA research. SCientists have learned
how DNA reproduces itself, lbey have
cracked the DNA code, lbey have
learned how DNA transmits its in-
structions to the cell, and have
analyzed chromosones to determine
genetic function, In more recent ad-
vancements, cells have been syn-
lbesized and cells from two different
species have been fused together. Pure
human genes have been isolated,
mapped and synthesized, and the
heredity of cells have been altered.
One of the advancements· that this
book deals with is recombinant DNA
research, a process in which the genetic
material of two unrelated organisms
can be spliced together to create a new
organism, 'an unnatural species.
Recombinant DNA research has many
positive aspect>, most especially the
prevention of genetic diseases. But
inherent in this cure are problems. It is
possible, through recombinant DNA to
create- new viruses and organisms
which are resistant to normal means ot
- control. It is also possible to breed
"desirable" characteristics into the
weed "undesirable" natural charac-
teristics out of all organisms, including
humans. This book questions who would
actually define what characteristics
are desirable for a human, and who
would lben have control over Ibis un-
natural evolution, hence "Who Should
Play God?"
~•••yesterday's science fiction is
book.all the more frightening'
5CIENCE
John PODset~.Dart
Howard and Rifkin also investigate
the eugenics movement (the study of
human improvement by genetic con-
trol), the numerous artificial way. to
conceive and gestate a child, genetic
screening and engineering, and !be
highly charged issue of cloning.
WhQShould Play God? is written in
an imaginative way, and the
bizarreness of some of Rifkin and
Howard'S implications would captivate
any reader. At first glance the boot
may seem a bit far-fetched and _.
sationa!, but once contemplated It 18 a
logical extension of previous
technological extension. It has often
been said that yesterday's science
fiction is today's reality, which renders
this book all lbe more frightening, for it
is firmly rooted in today's fact.
The topic of genetic engineering is
especially relevant today, with lbe
series of lectures concerning science
and public policy being conducted on
campus, and the_announcement of the
existence of a fourteen-month old
cloned child. Istrongly suggest reading
Who Shoukl Play God? It is interesting
and will enlighten lbe reader on the
basics of the current DNA conlroveny .
Who Should Play God? is published
by Dell Publishing Co., N.Y.
I;
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O'Neill's
circus
The Eugene O'Nel1l Theater Center'. -
National Theater Institute will present
The O'Neill Cometh, a new musical
revue directed by Sheldon Patlllln, on
April 19, 1978at 8pm in the dance studio
at Connecticut College.
The O'Neill Cometh is tbe
culmination of 15 weeks of intensive
theater study by this semester's 23NT!
students. Included in the cast is Pari
Ahmadi, a Connecticut College .tudent
who is participating in the O'Nel1l
program this semester.
Heroes, love, marriage, and war are
some of the major themes that nm
through The O'Neill Cometh Sketches
in the style of Felffer'. People, Story
Theater. Caleh %2, and A Thurber
Carnival are augmented by pieces
written and adapted by the students.
Songs are taken from revues, Broad·
way shows, fl1ms, contemporary music
and original material. The O'Nel1l
Cometh has been described as a 23ring
circus of entertainment.
Directing lbe show is the experienced
writer-director-producer Sbeldon
Patinlrin of the currenUy popular
Second City Television Show. He was
one of lbe original founders of the
celebrated improvisational cabaret
lbeater The Second City, and has been
writing and directing for The Second
City in Chicago, New Yark, and Toronto
since 1963.
Mr. Patinkin has worked with such
well-known actors as Alan Arkin,
Robert Klein, Barbara Harris, and
David Steinberg, and his background
includea teaching at the American
Academy of Dramatic Art. and
directing and staging a number of playa
and operas serosa !be country, as well
as authoring several acreenplaya.
9
.today's reality, which renders this
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SPORTS
Bellotti's b-ball boys
beaten by "the Bee"
plain smart basketball. Such was l!'"
case in therir quarterfmal game WIth
Morrison, holding Hooper'. Boys to 16
fIrst half points en route to a 61-411
victory. Morrison looted good in the
second half hut was unable to m!lke-up
the 19point halftime defIcit. Larrabee,
as they have all year, put four men into
double figures with Tom BeIl(l7) and
Mark Fiskio (14) leading the way.
Danny Mallison hsd 16, 12 in the last
quarter to lead 6-5 Morrison ...MVP of
Game: Mark Fiskio ...14 points and a
strong job on the boards.
Larry M~"na
shows us his gentle touch,
By Mike Amaral, Heril K ..... y aad BW
Ma1IDe_k1
Harkne8868 - Freeman45 .
Freeman was the only club to defeat
Harkness during the regular seaaon and
many courtside observers thought the
men in white had a shot at another
miracle. It was not to be however. as
Harkness stomped on Perry'. Boy•
over the final three periods, winning
finally 68-45. Two big reasona for
Freeman's previous win, Dave
Lawrence and Matt TYndall, were held
to six points apiece while Greg Silber
and Bergie's Roommate were shut out.
Deacon Decosati kept things close for
awhile with ten first quarter points but
got little help. Harkness, playing
controlled, methodical basketball was
led by Jeff sado's 15, and everyone
except playmaker Giffo scored ...MVP
of Game: Lionel CatliJi...controlled
boards and scored six in the Harkness
2nd quarter pull-away.
Branford 54 •Katherine BIIlD142
Ann Droujilet was .wooning in the
balcony, coming dangerously close to
falling to the fioor on her face. Bates
Childress was beside himaeU, sweating
profusely while exclaiming, "They're
soon good''', and Franklin just sat,
reminding everyone that "they'll
choke" without his backcourt wiudry.
The occaasion? Halftime cf the Blunt··
------------------
Through all of the trouble this year'.
version of A·League dorm hoopa baa
suffered, anyone that saw this past
Sunday'. Larrabee-Off-<:ampus' final
must Bay they witnesses one of the
finest dorm hoop lIames ever played in
magical ern East Gym. Jones and Big
Daddy were up in arm. as Off-<:ampus,
overall a more powerful team tm-
derneath, blitzed out to a 13-5 ad·
vantage behind nine from Pete Bellotti
playing in his farewell appearance.
Larrabee responded for four more
before the end of the period, but Off·
Campus looted well-<lisciplined and
under control. coming out for the
second quarter. But Larrabee began
moving the ball argund the opposition'.
zone with quick passes. rarely letting
the ball touch tI.e fioor. Sharpshooter
Tom Bell found the range for 11 second
period points and Larrabee found ilseU
back in the game at half, ~25.
The third quarter belonged to the
Larrabee tandem of Rabkin and Fiakio
as the owo big men started hitting the
boards hard, keeping the ball alive for
continual second and third shots.
Rabkin, the freshman playing in his
first Shinault Cup final, got into a
scoring groove, netting 7 while belp.ilJll
to keep the Off-<:ampus pair of Heath
aDd Pine down 10. six lor the quarter.
Oft-eampus found ilseU in loul troUble,
and Larrabee started shooting one-and.
one with more than three minutes left in
the period. While The Eraser look care
of the scoring Fiskio look care of loose
balls and rebounds, hustling after every
hall and setting up numerous scoring
chances.
Larrabee increased its lead to as
many as seven early in the final period,
but Off-<:ampus refused to be shaken.
Big hoops from Dennis Darling, Mitch
Pine, Cal Heath and Bellotti cut the
lead down to as much as one. But
whenever it looked like Larrabee was
about to fold, Fiakio or Wieglus would
pick up a loose hall, or Rabkin or Bell
would put one in to save the day. With
the score 49-46and 13seconds left on the
clock, Larrabee let Bellotti score one
final layup and then just wasted the
clock to pull out an exciting and well·
deserved victory.
Fouls could have been the biggest
factor against Off-<:ampus as the losers
were stuck with 19 foul., and thus
allowing Larrabee to score key points
on free throws in the final half. Off·
Campus never shot the bonus, 81
. Larrabee was only caught 6 times for
the game ...MVP of Game: Referees
Shinault and Fitzpatrick awarded the
honor to Tom Bell, who finiahed with 19
and was well-deserving. But there is
more to the game than points, and our
award goes to forward Mark Fiakio.
Fisk rebounded and played defense
smartly and aggresaively, coming up.
with key steals down the stretch and
hustling throughout. He set up many
scoring chances for his team purely on
hustle, and it is unlikely that they could
have won without someone filling that
role.
QUARTERFINALS
Larrabee 61- Morrison 48
U anyone was to say early in the year
that the gunners from Larrabee would
IN THE BIG GAMES ON DEFENSE
THEY WOULDBE LAUGHED AT. But
Larrabee hsd played well of late not
because of their quick fasthreak but
rather their ~~~ and just
Branford playoff game. Blunt, the
definite underclol was giving Branford
a lesson on hOw io put the ball in the
bole. Leading by two the Krunch Bunch
had been bot as hell, with Larry Menna
hitting nothing but net in the fint
quarter. Likewise John Krinitaky, Dao
Hirschhorn and Eric Ostroff. Mean'
while Branford was sloppy and shooting
bricks. The one bright spot was the
defensive play of Barry Derricatte, who
took Menna on a box-and-one and
completely shut hin off from the ball the
rest of the game. But alas, as Franklin
hsd promised, the second half was not
to be the same. K.B. cooled off and
Branford begao to run the break to-go
along with Baryy D's amazing defense,
and took the lead 32-31, never to trail
again. The victory was truly a team one
with everyone contributing to the
second half surge. Bill McCallley hsd 21
for' Branford while Dan Hirschhorn led
K.B. with 16. Bunson was
awesome MVP of Game: Barry
Derricatte an escellent defensive
effort that was the key. Most Revolting
Feature: K.B.'s fans threatening
Branford coach Amaral throughout the
game. (So what if he lives in K.B. and
coaches Branford!?!)
Off·Campus 52- Wrlght·MarshaU 51
Some folks in the stands saw the Hit,
others did not. Mike Shinault did, and
with one second on the clock called a
foul on Wright's John Eirich for fouling
Peter Bellotti on "Give 'Em Hell's"
desperation heave from 45 feet. BeUotti
calmly hit_the front end of a one-and-
one to break a 51-51tie and give Off·
Campus a one point win. Things like
why Eirich was playing tight defense in
such a situation or why it wasn't a two-
shot foul will be argued again for sure.
But the game, exciting throughout, was
really decided in the last quarter as
Wright rushed ahead despite six and
eight point leads inside five minutes,
taking bad yet unforced shots over the
Off-Campus zone. Wright refused to
slow the tempo and a patient Off·
Campus capitalized, behind the always
clutch Bellotti and Mitch Pine with 16
each. Wright really deserved this
game, playing bard aggreSsive ball up
to the end. Dave Fiderer led with 20 -
·while Ives, Usdin and Eirich rebounded
well all game. Most Guts
Displayed ...Mike Shinault...for calling
what he saw regardless of the situation.
SEMI·FINALS
Larrabee 52 - Branford 51
Bell wasn't saying a word for two
days, and Fiskio and Wieglus actually
went up to the gym to practice for
their Branford semifinal game. Ob-
viously they knew what they were doing
as Larrabee held on to win 52-51despite
an excellent Branford comeback.
Branford cane out with a box and one on
T. Bell, trying to frustrate the Larrabee
guard into bad shots and passes. But
although Barry Derricatte did his job,
clinging to Bell whever he went, Tom
played smartly, taking his man low and
opening the top of the key for his big
man Ron Rabkin. And Rabkin was
nothing short of awesome, blocking
shots, getting bundles of offensive
rebounds at a time and scoring 24.
Another important part of the Larrabee
victory was the play of forward Mark
Fiskio who kept the ball alive on the
boards and hustled all over the court
defensively to go with his 11 points.
Branford, down by as much as 12in the
third quarter, made a furious
comeback in the last period behind
Steve Litwin, who collected 19 before
fouling out in the fmal seconds
remaining, and Bill McCauley, who
rebounded tough while saddled with
three fouls going into the second
half ... MVP of Game: Ron
Rabkin ...Awesome. Most Frightening
Feature: Jerry Carrington's facial
expression as he lay writhing on the
court after an unknown spectator threw
acid into the forward's sweating eyes.
Coach of the Year: Rick
Smegiatin .. .'Cause he's a man.
Off·Campus 49- Harkness 46
In what ~esembled at times a battle
royale complete with Chief Jay
Strongbow more than a basketball game,
Off·Campus rebounded to take
Harkness is a physka! game between
the league's two biggest teams. The
first half belonged to Harkness taking a
26-18lead behind Catlin's 13.But the
third quarter saw Off-<:ampus throttle
the Harkness offense to six points while
scoring 14, ten from Bellotti. The fourth
quarter may as well hsve been a one-
on-one contest as Bellotti and Catlin
traded baskets and shoves before Off·
Campus pulled it out in the final
minute. Bellotti finished with 24 10 lead
the winners, while Catlin netted 25'in a
losing cause ...MVP of Game: Peter
Bellotti ...hit four consecutive shots in
fmal four minutes to give Off-<:ampus a
spot in the final.
Viva
lacrosse
ties felllllles
hy Pat Lanning
Believe it or not, there isa women's'
lacrosse team at Connecttcut College.
For the past three years, the team has
been struggling to stay alive, but this
year marks the beginning of a new era
for the women. At last they have a
coach and an assistant coach of their
own, as well as a demanding schedule
of twelve games, as compared to last
year's six.
This growth is due largely to the
efforts of Charles Luce, Jim Courtney,
and the Physical Education office, who
have given the team the funding and
support that it sorely needed. Cindy
Bachelor and Patience Bannister I the
new coaches, have brought withthem
an infectious enthusiasm which has
given the team a winning attitude. One
of their greatest assets is their deter-
mination to put together a cohesive
team, a team that will work toward not
only winning games but toward im-
proving skills and team work too.
Building a strong team will take time,
as adjustments -are still being made in
podiUoning. There are ten new women
on the team Ulis year. most of whom
are experienced players. The potential
is there. The only problem now rests in
organizing the given talent in order to
produce a powerful team. The women
are really dedicated this spring. Their
desire to work hard together, made
evident by their enthusiastic spirit, can
only result in a winning season.
With the tightly packed schedule this
year, the women are playing two and .
three games a week. But because of the
team's new talent and positive attitude,
the additional games are a welcome
challenge rather than a formidable
prospect.
In their first game, against Yale, the
Conn women showed that they are a
much stronger team than they were a
year ago. Although they lost, it was
evident that Connecticut is able to fight
very well against an excellent team.
Last saturday found the teartLat
Smith College for a series of games, a
scrimmage day. The team's goalie had
sprained her ankle on Thursday and
was unable to. play. She was replaced
by a first year lacrosse player, but the
team was undaunted.
Connecticut's first scrimmage was
aginst Smith. The Conn women im-
mediately set an aggressive pace in the
game and took an early lead which they
kept throughout the game. The final
score was 8-4.
The next game, against Mount
Holyoke, was more evenly matched.
Both the defense and the offense were
kept busy, resulting in a 3-3 tie.
At the end of the day Conn played
Amherst, a team much improved from
last year. The Conn women fOWld
themselves on the defensive for most of
the game and were unable to get to the
goal. The final score was M.
The women still have eight more
games to play. With the recent changes
in positioning together with its per.
vasive enthUSIasm, the women's
lacrosse team should be seeing more
victories during the remaining season.
Two years ago with Jim Courtney. as
the women's coach, the team had a
great season. This year should be even
better. . .
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